[Gallium-67 scintigraphy in malignant lymphoma].
The presence of a residual mass is a frequent and difficult problem in the treatment of Hodgkin's or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma: since it is of major importance to determine whether the lesion is a fibrous mass or a still progressing tumour requiring additional therapy. Gallium-67 scanning, performed in a series of 52 patients, provides an answer to this question since there is an excellent correlation between gallium uptake by the tumoral masses and their progressiveness. Magnetic resonance imaging was carried out in half of our patients: the finding of a low-intensity signal on T2-weighted sequences proved that the residual mass was fibrous, whereas a high-intensity signal on T2-weighted sequences did not distinguish between fibrous and tumour masses. The priceless information provided by the simple and non invasive method that is gallium scanning is extremely useful to evaluate the extension of lymphomas and to determine whether residual masses are tumoral or fibrous.